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Fluctuating Regenerative Current Production
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Manufacturing Steps of SOFC Anode-Supported Cells
PVD-CGO
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Manufacturing Scheme of SOFC Anode-Supported Cells
Substrate manufacturing
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Solid Oxide Electrolyser Cells: Planar Design
Materials
Anode: (La,Sr)(Fe,Co)O3
Diffusion barrier: CGO – 1-5 µm
Electrolyte: 8YSZ – 5-10 µm
Cathode: Ni/YSZ
Cathode Substrate:  Ni/YSZ
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I-V Curves at 750 °C as a Function of Steam Content
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I-V Curves at 800 °C as a Function of Steam Content
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Impedance Spectra at 800 °C and 40% Steam Content
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Impedance Data at 40% Steam Content in 
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Impedance Data at 60% Steam Content in 
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Impedance Data at 80% Steam Content in 
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Conclusion and Outlook
• SOFC standard cells from Forschungszentrum Jülich have been
characterised in electrolysis mode at 750 and 800 °C in dependence
of different steam contents.
• The cells show good performance; long-term tests and degradation
studies have not yet been performed.
• Future activities will focus on improvement of performance by variation
of stoichiometry of air electrode and on material variation of fuel electrode.
• Long-term measurements of > 1000 h at high current density (> 1 A/cm2) 
and high humidification (> 60% AH) will be performed to identify degra-
dation mechanisms and to develop mitigation strategies in order to obtain
highly efficient and durable SOEC cells.
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